achievements of the samskrtic revival         sos
Its value lies in the materials it contains for portraying the
sarly decades of the nineteenth century.
But Nanalal has worked himself out of tune with his
times. He stands as a fierce antagonist of the new life
Slid thought in modern Gujarata, and of the Gandhian
upheaval. He is the champion revivalist who thunders ana-
themas at the rush of life and ideals which sweep past him,
as he stands outraged at what he cannot understand,
XV
Janmashanker Mahashankar Buch, otherwise Lalit,
(Born 1877) has written popular lyrics and songs, some of
which are collected under the names of Sltn-Vanavas (1903),
LalitmhKnvyo (1912), VadodarZne Vaddle (1914), andLalitnSn
Knvyo Part II (1932). They have caught the imagination of
the public by their simplicity of language, and charm of
sentiment and melody. Essentially, the poet is what a
wandering bhagata was in old times, a humble saint-poet
by the village well who sang of homely themes and homlier
sentiments redolent with the fragrance of ever-green fields.
His Madhuli, The Hut, has become popular as much by its
literary quality as by the sentiment it expresses.
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During the period, there was a large output of fiction.
The historical novels which followed Karana Ghelo were
either translations or adaptations of English novels. Not-
able novels of the period ^include Icharam Suryaram's
GangU (1889), dealing with Sivajl's raid on Surat; Chunilal
Vardhaman's Shah's Gujarfttanl Juni VUrtn (1893) and
Sorafyl Somamiha\ Manilal Chabaram's Prithmrnja
Cohftna and Canda (1897); and Thakur Naranji Vassanji's
Padmini (1901). Social novels were either adaptations from
English or inspired by Sarasvaticandra. A remarkable novel
of these periods was Vikramaw-Vismisadi, The Twentieth
Century of Vikrama (1896), by Sattavala. Written in a
pleasant and easy style, it describes life in Bombay vividly;
and after a lapse of thirty-five years, one can still read it
^ith interest. Bhogindrarao Divatia's novels like UshB-
kftnta (1908) were at one time widely read. Generally they
were pictures of social life framed in a plot adapted from

